
EXECUTIVE PROGRAM
Global & Digital Recruitment



Live Webinars & Online Content

The UFV has joined forces with Catenon, the leading multinational in digital recruitment, to develop 
the first graduate program on Global & Digital Recruitment. Its content was designed through a 
collaborative multimedia platform with the participation of the Leaders of the Strategy, Talent 
Acquisition and Digital Transformation areas of different multinational companies in over 20 
countries.  

The program responds to the growing complexity in the search and recruitment processes of 
today’s executives. These processes require knowledge of data models (Big Data) for the detection 
of potential candidates, in-depth management of e-sourcing techniques, digital marketing applied 
to recruitment and talent assessment, online and offline valuation methodologies for professionals 
from different cultures and models based on gamification. It will also include an overview on labor 
and tax international laws, alignment of the profiles to the global strategies of companies, analysis 
of multicultural skills for collaborative work, complex compensation models, and tools to execute 
and present results at an extraordinary speed, among others.

The Leading Talent and Digital Transformation 
companies from over 20 countries were 
responsible of deciding the content through a 
collaborative platform

May 5 to July 29, 2016

Every Thursday and Friday from 5pm to 9pm (CET)

3 months - 110 hours

3.500€

Language: English

Key Data

Summary



Target Audience

At the end of the three-month period, participants will earn a career-advancing 
diploma awarded by the University Francisco de Vitoria that will allow them to:

• International managing directors or head of departments leading the talent & 
digital transformation in medium or large companies

• HR professionals with at least 3 years of experience from any industry, any 
organization, and any country looking to excel in their current position

• Independent recruiters with at least 3 years of experience who want to take their 
career a step further by becoming strategic allies of their clients

• Develop a digital recruitment strategy to source, assess and present candidates based anywhere in the world to 
clients based anywhere else in real time in order to leverage their competitive advantage and their digital 
transformation efforts

• Adapt companies’ talent structures and processes to take advantage of digital opportunities to attract future talent

• Identify new profiles and markets that can be accessed through digital technologies

• They will also become part of the Research Center, a global network of digital recruiters that will keep our alumni 
updated on the latest techniques, trends and best practices

Expectations



Contents

01. The talent revolution

02. Uncovering the Digital Candidate

03. Global Multi-Diversity

04. iAssess

05. Legal re:Framing

06. Contemporary Trends

07. Data Intelligence

01. Digital World Trends  
02. Company innovation and management  
      of the digital change 
03. Digital recruitment impact 
04. Talent Digital Ecosystem 

01. Developing your Sourcing Roadmap  
02. Identity & Digital Reputation 
03. Becoming Digerati 
04. Tech Lab 

01. Understanding the four generations  
      in the workplace  
02. Think global, act local -  
      understanding multiculturality  
      of the digital change 
03. Tech Lab: Platforms to manage multi-diversity 
04. Tech Lab: Connectivity with Stakeholders

01. Remote Interviews  
02. Online assessment tools 
03. Online references 
04. Scientific workplace compatibility C2 
05. Tech Lab: Digital Presentation Tools

01. Immigration  
02. Relocation 
03. Privacy Policies in Cloud Storage 
04. Tax benefits by geography 
05. New hiring models 
06. Compensation schemes overview

01. Gamification 
02. Virtualization of the workplace 
03. Collaborative Models  
      (online platforms and referrals program) 

01. Knowledge Management 
02. Digital Data 
03. Digital Analytics 
04. Artificial Intelligence

Contents



In a digital supportive and highly collaborative atmosphere, a 
remarkable global faculty and corporate experts, most of which 
are CEOs of technological and recruitment-applicable start-ups, 
will guide skilled HR professionals through a rigorous program of 
intensive real-time webinars, online content, individual 
preparation, mentoring, case studies and simulations.  

Every element of the program is focused on strengthening and 
broadening the digital sourcing, global-awareness, e-assessing, 
worldwide presenting and planning skills of the participants, as 
well as preparing them to face the new ways of collaboration 
linked to the globalized world.

Take the next step

Please check the admission requirements in www.postgrado.ufv.es  
or by sending an email to the Program Advisor, Stefanie 
Stanislawski (stefanies@catenon.com )

Methodology

Application Fee (non-refundable)

Program Cost

Three monthly 
payments (May, 
June and July)

Single payment 
(3,5% discount)

933,33€ per 
month  

(2,800€ Total)  

2,702€

700€

Tuition

Total Course fee: 3,500€  

(includes all materials and access to Research Center)

Limited amount of scholarships are available on each intake. Please speak with 
the program advisor for further details.

http://www.postgrado.ufv.es
mailto:stefanies@catenon.com


Faculty In a digital supportive and collaborative atmosphere, our global faculty and corporate 
experts, most of which are CEOs of technological and recruitment- applicable start-ups 

will guide skilled HR professional through a rigorous program of intensive real-time 
webinars, online content, individual preparation, mentoring, case studies and simulations

Zach BROWN

Greg ROKOS

Alfredo ROMEO

Paz MUGUERZA

Barry FLARK

Jackye CLAYTON

A 25-year veteran of the recruiting industry, Greg provides strategic 
direction for GreenJobInterview® and is responsible for marketing its 
video interviewing solutions through client meetings, conferences, 
speaking engagements, key channel partnerships and other activities. 
Greg is one of the pioneers of cloud-based video interviewing.

Zach is the Director of Marketing and Sourcing at dbi/David Brown International. He has won many 
awards during the span of his career and also has released many publications under his name. Zach 
specializes in Sourcing , Research , Sourcing Strategy , Direct Sourcing, Full Life Cycle Recruiting , 
Internet Recruiting and Recruiting Services

Alfredo is the CEO at Intelify, a company to make life 
easier to people thru a cloud-based tech platform to 
connect the physical world to the Internet using an array 
of technologies like NFC, QR, RFID, Bluetooth or Wifi.

Paz is Managing Director at Relocations España. She has an 
experience of over 25 years in her field. She has managed both local 
and global roles in Commercial Strategy and Business Development, 
Paz describes herself as someone who is oriented to making decisions 
and getting results;

Barry is a highly resilient and agile HR professional who can demonstrate 
leadership in a variety of challenging business change and transformation 
environments over the last 20 years. Barry is a people & talent expert , HR tech 
advisor, Strategist to adapt to the future of work, Lecturer, Speaker and blogger.

Jackye is recognized as a people expert who puts the 
Human in Human Resources. An international trainer, 
she has travelled worldwide sharing her unique gifts in 
sourcing, recruiting and coaching. She offers various 
dynamic presentations on numerous topics related to 
leadership development, inclusionary culture 
development, team building and more.



Ibrahim JABARY

Jeff ALTMAN

Liz D’ALOIA

Marie BURNS

Robert MAXWELL

Matt ALDER

Marie is a Boston-based talent acquisition, talent 
management, and organizational development 

leader and advisor who rapidly scales companies, 
primarily startups and mid-sized orgs, through 

strategic programs, motivating teams and 
executing on innovative ideas.

Jeff Altman, The Big Game Hunter, helps companies hire talent and 
people find work. More than 40 years of recruiting experience 

assisting individuals improve their careers via his work as a recruiter 
and as a job search coach. Jeff's work has allowed him to success

Liz is the CEO at HR Virtuoso, helping recruit locally 
within a community through a mobile recruiting system. 

Liz has over 15 years of experience in the field of HR. 
She has received many awards and recognitions during 

her career and has authored various publications.

Ibrahim is the CEO at Gamelearn, Gamelearn is the world-leading 
company in skills training through video games and a pioneer in the 

development of game-based learning solutions. With over 15 years of 
experience, it has trained more than 100,000 professionals from more 

than 600 companies and organizations all over the 5 continents. 
Ibrahim is based in Madrid and has published various training journals.

Robert is CEO finINTEL Solutions Ltd in London. 
 For the past five years he has been focused on 

designing and building systems to discover financial 
crime, corporate intelligence, and to research private 

and quoted companies or evolving themes.

Over the last sixteen years he has helped numerous employers connect to the best talent, improve ROI and 
drive value via digital, social and mobile recruitment marketing strategies and techniques. He has helped 
companies plan for the workplace of the future and make smarter technology procurement decisions. he 

has also advised a number of award winning tech startups through critical periods of their growth. 




